Be a Good Neighbor – Be Bear Aware
New Jersey is home to all kinds of beautiful wildlife –
including black bears.

Never feed a bear. It’s dangerous,
and it’s against the law.

Black bears are getting a lot of attention these days, for the
wrong reasons. They’re venturing too close to homes and
into backyards, looking for food. Bears that look for food
near your home or in your yard likely have learned bad
habits from people who feed them intentionally, or
unintentionally by carelessly leaving out food or garbage.

People who feed bears think they’re helping them. But it only invites trouble. It can make them a nuisance or
even aggressive. When that happens, the bears must be destroyed to protect your family and your neighbors.
What’s more, it’s illegal to feed bears in New Jersey. Anyone who feeds bears could face a penalty of up to
$1,000 for each offense.
Taking steps to avoid attracting bears with food or garbage is the best way to prevent them from becoming a
nuisance near your home.
Here’s what you can do to Be a Good Neighbor – Be Bear Aware:
•

Use bear-proof garbage containers, if possible. They offer the best protection. Otherwise, store all garbage
in containers with tight-fitting lids and place them along the inside walls of your garage, or in the basement,
a sturdy shed or other secure area.

•

Put out garbage on collection day, not the night before.

•

Wash garbage containers with disinfectant solution at least once a week to remove odors. Draping rags
soaked in bleach over your garbage bags also help to eliminate odors.

•

Feed dogs and cats outside during daylight hours only. Immediately after feeding pets, remove all uneaten
food and scraps as well as food bowls.

•

Clean outdoor grills thoroughly after each use. Grease and food residue will attract bears.

•

Do not place meat or any sweet foods in compost piles.

•

Feed birds only between December 1 and April 1 when bears are least active. Suspend birdfeeders from a
free-hanging wire, making sure the bottom of the feeder is at least 10 feet off the ground. Clean up spilled
seeds and shells.

•

Pick up any fruit that falls from fruit trees daily, and discard it in garbage containers with tight-fitting lids.

•

Consider installing electric fencing to protect crops, beehives and small livestock, if you live in an area with
a large black bear population.

•

Report black bear damage or nuisance behavior to your local police department or the New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection’s Division of Fish and Wildlife at (908) 735-8793.

•

Visit www.njfishandwildlife.com for more information on black bears.

Remember, if you care about New Jersey’s bears, don’t feed them.
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DEP OFFERS TIPS TO REDUCE CONFLICTS AND ENCOUNTERS WITH BLACK
BEARS DURING ACTIVE SPRING PERIOD
SEVERITY OF WINTER HAS BEARS MORE ACTIVELY SEARCHING FOR FOOD
(14/P35) TRENTON - Black bears have emerged from winter dens and are entering a very active
period of the year throughout New Jersey in search of food and mates, which makes encounters with
humans more likely, according to Department of Environmental Protection biologists. New Jersey
residents, especially families living in “bear country’’ in Northwest Jersey, are urged to take a few
basic precautions this spring to reduce the risk of potential encounters.
“Black bear sightings and incidents continue to gradually decline, as we reduce the number of bears
and people better understand how to coexist with bears,’’ said Dave Chanda, director of the State
Division of Fish and Wildlife. “However, state residents can further reduce the risk of interactions
with bears this spring by taking a few simple and commonsense steps. Most important, do not feed
bears, intentionally or unintentionally.’’
“Bears that learn to associate food with people, and their homes and living areas, can become
nuisance bears that forage in neighborhoods looking for easy sources of food. The result can be
sometimes troubling bear-human encounters,’’ added Chanda.
It is illegal to intentionally feed black bears in New Jersey and punishable by a fine of up to $1,000.
But a more common problem is unintentional bear feeding by homeowners who unknowingly make
household trash, pet foods and other food sources easily available for bears to find and eat.
By taking a few easy steps, you can dramatically reduce the potential of bear encounters, said
Chanda. Secure your trash and eliminate obvious sources of food, such as pet food on decks, easyto-reach bird feeders, or food residues left in barbecue grills.
“This past winter was long and difficult for residents of New Jersey and our wildlife,’’ said DEP
Senior Wildlife Biologist Kelcey Burguess. “Due to the severity of the winter and lack of mast in
the forests last fall, black bears are now more desperately seeking food. Naturally occurring food
sources, normally available at this time of year, remain scarce this spring, forcing bears into more
developed areas in search of food.’’
Burguess advised that livestock, including chickens, sheep goats, llamas, horses and cows, as well
as beehives, should be protected with properly installed electric fences.
Bears have been sighted in all 21 New Jersey counties, and bear-human encounters have occurred a
bit more frequently in recent years in places outside of traditional bear country.

DEP wildlife experts stress that a black bear passing through a residential area should not be
considered a problem, as long as it is behaving normally and not posing a threat. They offer the
following tips to minimize conflicts with bears this spring:


Use certified bear-resistant garbage containers if possible. Otherwise, store all garbage in
containers with tight-fitting lids and place them along the inside walls of your garage, or in
the basement, a sturdy shed or other secure area.



Wash garbage containers frequently with a disinfectant solution to remove odors. Put out
garbage on collection day, not the night before.



Avoid feeding birds when bears are active. If you choose to feed birds, do so during daylight
hours only and bring feeders indoors at night. Suspend birdfeeders from a free-hanging wire,
making sure they are at least 10 feet off the ground. Clean up spilled seeds and shells daily.



Immediately remove all uneaten food and food bowls used by pets fed outdoors.



Clean outdoor grills and utensils to remove food and grease residue. Store grills securely.



Do not place meat or any sweet foods in compost piles.



Remove fruit or nuts that fall from trees in your yard.



Properly installed electric fencing is an effective way of protecting crops, beehives and
livestock.



If you encounter a bear remain calm and do not run. Make sure the bear has an escape route.
Avoid direct eye contact, back up slowly and speak with a low, assertive voice.

Report bear damage, nuisance behavior or aggressive bears to the Wildlife Control Unit of the
DEP’s Division of Fish and Wildlife at (908) 735-8793. During evenings and weekends, residents
should call their local police department or the DEP Hotline at (877) WARN-DEP.
To learn more about New Jersey’s black bears and ways to avoid problems with them, visit
http://www.njfishandwildlife.com/bearfacts_education.htm and
http://www.njfishandwildlife.com/bearfacts_avoid.htm
#####

